Abstract
Introduction
Multimedia data is treated at different levels of abstraction: SLY a bit stream for storage and vmsmission, as low-level features such as colour, texture and shape for sketch-based retrieval or in terms of 'semantic content'. For video data, Semantic content is typically considered to consist of an inventory of objects and events organised in space and time [I, 21. Our suggestion is that high-level semantic content needs to include information about state changes: this idea seems important.for multimediadata that tells a story.
Whether exxperiencmg current affairs stories in newspapers and on television, or works of fiction in novels and tilms, humans seem to be interested in characters' motives and feelings in order to make senx of and anticipate what is happening, i.e. the sequence of events. Scholars of nmtology study stories, or n m t i v e s , as well as the processes of story telling and story understanding. Narrative is commonly defined as a sequence of Events, organized in space and time, where the events are linked by cause-effect relationships [3] . For films this defmition has k e n extended so that the agents of cause-effect relationships are said to be characters [4] . When human kings watch a film they make Consider an example from the film "The English Patient" (1996) . The following text summarises a scene from the film.
Hana. an army nurse, is riding in the back of a twck. Jan, her friend, is driven up behind her in a jeep and asks Hana for money. The two exchange friendly pleasantries and Hana gives Jan Sane money. They laugh at the effort. Hana sits back down and watches the jeep drive away. The jeep then hits a iandmine and eqlodes. The C M M~ halts and Hana NW desperately towards the wreckage.
A sequence of events and states based on this scene is sketched informally in Figure I Our research is much in the same spirit as [IO, 111, representing high-level semantics of narratives using lowlevel textual features. This paper presents the initial stages of an attempt to synthesise ideas from n m t i v e theory and from computer science with the aim of applying them to the task of accessing and interacting with f h s stored in video databases. A formalism is introduced and discussed in the context of a case study in which sequences of cognitive states.
specifically emotions, are considered as representations of semantic video content
Towards Formalisation
Our interest is in modelling sequennczs of interrelated events and states. i.e. characters' motion$ depicted in films. At any timc r, something is in some state and something may be happening. Thm is also an order of both events and states that is preserved in the viewer's mind. Thus the order and knowledge of what is occurring at t must be captured in our notion of change of state.
In order to formalise some of these observations let us consider a tinite set S which encompasses all possible states, both physical and cognitive. There is a timeline T of timepoints of the real numbers % and a set Ex that denotes a set of entities or existents relating to the states and events. For any given state, the existent in that state and the time the state occurs must be known. At any point in time, r an existent, ex, is in a state existSt(t)(ex). Two functions accommodate this:
existSt:T+(Ex +S) (fna) timeSt:Ex-t(T--tS) (fnb) Thus existSt(t) maps existents to their states at time t and timeSt(ex): T + S is the 'time state' line for existent ex. It must be noted that an existent may exist in both a physical and cognitive state. Note that: existSt(t)(er) = timeSt(ex)(t) There is a finite set of evenu Ev and a function, whenEv, mapping evenu to the time at which they occur.
whenEV: Ev+T
(fn c) Events here are modelled as discrete atomic units with no duration and as thus can be wnsidered to act at only one p i n t in time. The concern is not the internal stmcture of the event but rather what happened.
A relation exists: Impacts: Ev tf Ex, liking events to involved existents, where an event ey impacts an existent ex, (written &pactsex).
The existent may or may not change state. However, the notion that an existent may only change state as a consequence of an event that impacts it, is required.
I. e. if ex, t, > tI are such that existSt(t,)(er) ' # existSt(rd(ex) Then there exists ev E Ev such that ev impacts ex andt, 5 whenEv(ev) 5 t2
Issues of modelling time for changes of state exist It has already been established that time is modelled discretely far events and this has been applied to states as well. This is done because there is the issue of duration for both an event and a state. Questions such as when exactly did something happen and how long were our characters in state S are not addressed here.
Sequences of States: Emotions
If information about characters' cognitive states, and how events impact upon them, is important for understanding a film's semantic content, then it is interesting to consider a cognitive theory of emotions that defines a character's emotions in terms of their beliefs and goals [16] . For example, FEAR is defmed as the belief that something will happen with negative conscquences for that character's goal; RELIEF is experienced if the feared event dwsn't happen. Someone may be nervous, a kind of FEAR, because they think they have failed an exam, but experience RELIEF when they hear they have passed.
Information about emotional states can give insights into characters' goals and beliefs about the events taking place around them, and can also help to explain their actions. Audiences respond and relate to characters' emotions and criticize lack of emotion. Characten' emmions are manifested in different ways, like a change in body language, tone of voice or facial expression.
Previous work describes a method to extract information about characters' emotions in films from audio description An increasing numbers of films (currently >SoO) at provided with audio description for the visually impairedthis is a description of imponant visual information that is spoken in the gaps between dialogue in scenes. Audio description potentially includes information about emotions that are manifmted visually, e.g. 'She looks afraid' where 'afraid' is taken to be a token of the emotion type FEAR. Note, before it is reconled audio description is scripted as a time-coded text.
A number of tokens are assigned to an emotion-type and this association partitions EVp That is there is a function:
For example: typeOfieuphoria) = JOY and lypeOf(afnid) = FEAR n u s the set typeof ~'(x), as x ranges over the set E, , , partitions Erokm. E.g.
Etokn is taken to denote the set emotion-tokens. E, , , has respective, numbered sets e.g. E,,*,, = (euphoria, elation.
happy, jolly, pleased. ..) for JOY, E,,,,={distraught, anguished depressed ... ) for DISTRESS.
The function OeAt can then be constructed by scanning the time-coded audio description text for cccurrences of emotion tokens, and the result7 displayed in a graph. It may be the case that p i n t s in one timeline may not appear ar all in another set V for example. For this metric distance comparison, if a time-point (say x ) is not in the set U then the metric distance is not equal to zero. Thus to mmpare two time-point sets (timelines) of for the same emotion-type the following may be considered. Let V be anotherfinite subset ofM. In (3) the two time sets U and V are being compared within the metric space M. Basically (3) is the sum of the average distance from points in V to the set U and the avenge distance from pints in U to the set V.
With distance metric ( 3 1 , the only way that the distance between the subsequent time sets can be zero is if one set is identical to another or a subset of the other; ignoring the outliers (completely outlying points).
Ongoing Work
In order to investigate the extent to which a sequence of states alone m be used to represent se-mantic video content, we are cumntly using the distane metric to compare: (i) sequences of emotions extncted from audio description of different films; and, (ii) sequences of emotions extracted from different audio descriptions and a script of the same film. More generally we are continuing to explon: ways in which formal languages can bc applied to the events and states of filmed narratives.
